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Gottlieb Florschütz*

I.6. ANTITHESIS: SWEDENBORG’S GIFT OF SEERSHIP FROM
THE PERSPECTIVE OF KANT’S MORAL PHILOSOPHY

In the chapter on Kant’s cognitive system it was shown that a priori
Swedenborg's gift of seership and occult phenomena can find no place
either in the world of appearance or in the province of the “thing in itself”
that forms the basis of appearance, which is in principle unknowable. We
now go on to investigate the third plane of existence of possible objects
which I introduced in the above excursus, the “intelligible world.” Does
there here possibly survive a space for the a priori possibility of
Swedenborg’s gift of seership?

If one looks for a possibility of systematically fitting Swedenborg’s
alleged occult phenomena into Kant’s “intelligible world,” then one must
take recourse to the already mentioned obscure place in the CPR, namely
to the third antinomy in Kant’s transcendental dialectic, from which the
whole “Critique of Practical Reason” (abbreviated, CPrR) proceeds.

In order to be able to realize the categorical imperative in spite of the
closed determinative nature of the world of appearances, Kant must pos-
tulate the existence of freedom outside of physical necessity.

One can call the awareness of this fundamental law a fact of
reason, because one cannot reason it out from previous informa-
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tion about reason, e.g., the awareness of freedom (for this is not
previously given), but rather because it thrusts itself upon us on
its own a priori as a synthetic proposition not based on any obser-
vation, either pure or empirical.424

The categorical imperative is indeed said to be only a formal principal,
yet it positively establishes free will for,

one cannot merely regard this simple freedom negatively, as inde-
pendent of empirical conditions (for thereby the rational faculty
would cease to be a cause of appearances), on the contrary, one
can also represent it positively by a faculty—a faculty of initiating
a series of events on its own.425

In The Metaphysics of Ethics Kant quite believes he can derive the
content of the precepts of free will from the formal principles of the
categorical imperative. The positing of free will in the intelligible world of
reason is in Kant's conception in no wise a matter of a theoretical cogni-
tion, but is a necessary postulate of practical reason. From the awareness
of the categorical imperative, namely, “I am aware of my duty,” the
freedom of the will in the intelligible world of reason is deduced, or as the
case may be, postulated.

In judging free actions as regards their causality we can go only as
far as their intelligible cause, but we cannot go beyond this. We
can recognize that it could be free, i.e., determined independently
of our sensorial perception, and in such a manner be the condition
for the appearances not determined by the senses.426

Kant himself characterizes the awareness of the categorical imperative
as well as to the postulate of freedom as inaccessible to our faculty of
cognition, thus hidden.

424 Kant, Kritik der praktischen Vernunft (= CPrR), ed.  W. Weischedel (publ.), Frankfurt a.M.
1968, A 55.

425 Kant, CPR, B 581 f.
426 Ibid., B 585.
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Now how this awareness of the moral laws, or what is the same, of
freedom, may be possible cannot be further explained, and only
its admissibility can indeed be defended in a theoretical critique.427

In order to make room for the necessarily premised free will for the
capability of moral action beyond natural necessity, Kant must assume—

1. an intelligible, moral world of reason,
2. a transcendental subject, and
3. the transcendental subject’s membership in that intelligible world,

and thus the interaction between the moral, intelligible world of rea-
son and the sensorial world of appearance.

For only under these three premises could physical necessity and
freedom coexist. Only

in this way can one consider the causality of this entity from two
sides: as intelligible in regard to its action, as being that of a thing
in itself, and as sensible in regard to the effects of the action, as
being those of an appearance in the world of the senses.428

Pure reason, according to Kant’s explanation, is able to recognize the
categorical imperative as the fundamental principle of morality through a
broadening of its theoretically limited sphere of cognition in its practical
use. It is to be found in that intelligible, moral world from which the moral
law issues as the direct, determinative basis of free will.

Kant speaks in this problematic passage of a connection between the
intelligible world of reason and the sensorial world of appearance. Here it
is a question “of the competence of pure reason in practical usage for an
amplification which in speculative usage is not possible for it.”429

Now since the categorical imperative as a synthetic proposition can in
no wise be recognized a priori in a sensorial way, in this connection it must
therefore be a question of a synthetic a priori construction, if it is still to be

427 Kant, CPrR, A 80.
428 Kant, CPR, B 566.
429 Ibid., A 87.
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a formal principle. Only through the direct awareness of the moral law in
accord with the principle of reason’s reflection on itself can practical
reason attain primacy over theoretical reason that Kant repeatedly stresses.
In this obscure passage an access opens to the intelligible, moral world of
reason.430

In the dialectic of practical reason Kant emphasizes that in its practical
primacy reason is warranted “a certain thought of the existence of what
lies beyond the senses.”431

By “a certain thought of the existence of what lies beyond the senses”
the postulates of practical reason are here meant, thus the freedom of will
that it is necessary to posit in the practical use of reason within reason's
intelligible world, as well as the postulate of immortality and of a God, for
the purpose of perfection of the “highest good” as the object of the moral
law:

God, and a life to come, are therefore two of the requirements that
pure reason imposes on us, in conformity with principles that are
conditions not to be divorced from that same reason.432

Along with these postulates yet two more positive determinations of
the content of the intelligible world of reason are given, things so to speak
known in themselves, that in the theoretical use of reason were allowable
only as noumena in the negative sense.

However, concerning the way in which the transcendental subject of
that intelligible, moral world of reason is supposedly able to come into and
effect the sensorial world of appearance, Kant gives no further informa-
tion:

430 The opening of an “intelligible world” in the practical use of reason is also pointed out
by du Prel:

Here Kant explains “freedom” as “transcendental predicate,” so that thus
freedom brings in its train the “opening of an intelligible world.”…Finally Kant even
declares in his Metaphysics of Ethics that the moral will within us is the will of our
transcendental subject. (Du Prel, Kants mystische Weltanschauung, S. XXXIX f.)

431 Cf. Kant, CPrR, A 254 f.
432 Kant, CPR, B 839.
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But why under the present circumstances the intelligible character
produces just these appearances and just this empirical character,
this so far surpasses our reason’s ability to answer, indeed its
power simply to ask. It would be as if one were to raise the
question how it is that the transcendental object of our outer,
sensorial observation only produces observation in space and
nothing else…at all events that nature does not clash with the
causality resulting from freedom—that is the only thing we could
achieve, and also about which we should solely be concerned.433

Therefore while the thing in itself of sensorial perception, the “tran-
scendental object” as it is termed, affects our senses, the intelligible nature
of reason comes in and affects the world of appearance in the opposite
direction, and to be sure, in a direct, unconditional way in accordance with
the moral law.

The influence of the intelligible nature in the world of sensorial ap-
pearance must, however, be characterized as an occult phenomenon, since
it lacks connection with the cognitive system:

The action, then, so far as it is to be attributed to the thought
process as its cause, does not at all take place according to empiri-
cal laws, i.e., in such a way that the conditions of pure reason
precede, but only in such a way that its effects in the appearance of
the inner organ of sense precedes.434

In this occult influence of pure reason in the world of appearance the
above elaborated dependence of the time sequence upon the causal se-
quence takes a special significance. For if the empirical causal chain in the
inner mind appears reversible, so that the “effects (of pure reason) in the
appearance of the inner sense organ” precede the conditions, then the
reversibility of the direction of the temporal sequence also results as a
direct consequence. Temporal succession in the intelligible world of rea-
son is therefore not unequivocally determinable:

433 Ibid., B 585 f.
434 Ibid., B 579.
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Pure reason, as a bare intelligible faculty, is not subject to the time
form, and thus the conditions of the time sequence.435

In this revealing passage of the “resolution of the third antinomy” of the
transcendental dialectic, Kant himself explicitly confesses,

that the condition of a successive series of events could itself be
empirically unconditioned. For here the condition is outside the
series of appearances (in the realm of the intelligible) and conse-
quently is not subject to any sensorial condition and to any tempo-
ral determination by a preceding cause.436

Since, with the abolition of continuously determined causality in the
intelligible world the unambiguously determined direction of the tempo-
ral sequence in that intelligible world would therefore be set aside too, the
occult phenomena of action at a distance and spatial and temporal clair-
voyance, such even as reported by Swedenborg, could find their place
here.

Since Kant, for the purpose of making moral actions by all means
possible a priori, postulates an occult penetration of that moral intelligible
world into the continuously determined continuum of space-time-causal-
ity of the appearing world, to be consistent must he not admit quite
basically occult ways of observation and action?

By the transcendental subject’s participation in that intelligible, moral
world of reason the possibility of extrasensory ways of perception and
action in general, analogous to free will’s capability for moral action,
would therefore open itself.

Nevertheless such an access to that intelligible, moral world would be
conceivable only under special circumstances, as for example in abnormal
states of mind, which Kant attributes to the “spirit-seer” Swedenborg in
Dreams:

Herr Schwedenborg divides his appearances into three kinds. The
first of these is becoming freed from the body—a state intermedi-

435 Ibid.
436 Ibid., B 580.
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ate between sleeping and waking, wherein he has seen, heard,
indeed felt spirits…The second is being carried away by the spirit,
when he might be walking along the street without a misstep,
while in spirit he is in entirely different regions…The third kind of
appearances is the usual one, which he has daily on full wakeful-
ness.437

Now with which of these three abnormal states the awareness of the
moral law would be associated, I would rather not go into in more detail
here. However that may be, Swedenborg’s “spirits” are no more matters of
question than is the awareness of the categorical imperative, together with
the postulates of freedom, immortality and God, as definite provisions of
the supra-sensory, which he leads in his train.

Therefore, altogether analogously to the moral influence coming from
that intelligible, moral world, besides the categorical imperative still other,
concrete matters of observation in the form of clairvoyant “visions” and
“second sight” from within that intelligible “spirit kingdom” could pro-
duce an effect in the sensorially perceiving person, as “communications”
from the Beyond coming “from within outwards.”

Extra-sensorially received impressions of this kind from the intelli-
gible spirit kingdom would appear to the soul that is burdened with a
body as supra-sensory phenomena, since “the concepts of the latter as
observable representations of immaterial things cannot pass over into the
earthly person’s clear consciousness, at least not in their actual quality,
because the materials of the two kinds of ideas are of a different nature.”438

As the intermediary between reason and sensation the productive
power of imagination would qualify. Across it, in reversed direction of
perception, these impressions intellectually received by reason would be
projected into the frame of observation, where they would then appear as
fantasy images.

It was in this way, namely, through the reversal of the normal direc-
tion of perception, i.e. from sensation to understanding, that Kant in his
polemic tract had in fact already explained the occurrence of Swedenborg’s

437 Kant, Träume, 101.
438 Ibid., 39.
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“fantasizings” and “chimeras,” in which process of course he by all means
already at that time also presumed “spiritual influences.”439

To the extent this were the case, under special mental circumstances
the productive power of imagination would by all means allow objective
impressions from the inner mind of the soul through spirit influence from
the intelligible world to be overlaid with subjective fantasy images.

These consequences which I have logically drawn out of Kant’s moral
philosophy find their actual historical confirmation in Kant’s lecture’s on
rational psychology, which will now be dealt with.

Still more far-reaching than my conclusions here are in any case Kant’s
remarks about the presumed state of the soul after death, in which he even
attributes to the “disembodied soul,” through a “change of the way of
observation” from the sensorial to the intellectual mode of perception, the
comprehension of the “world as it is in itself,” which “must open up to the
human soul” to clear awareness “after the cessation of the conjunction
with the body.”440

But now, before going from the thesis of cognitive theory and the
antithesis of moral philosophy to the synthesis emerging from Kant’s own
lectures, at this point I should give a systematic review.

From the perspective of Kant’s own moral philosophy the following
classes of occult phenomena would come into question:

OC A: Extrasensory influences, causes and spirit contacts without trans-
fer medium.

OC B: Extrasensory influences, causes and spirit contacts without a physi-
cal transfer medium.

The third hypothetical possibility of occult phenomena, OC C—extra-
sensory influences, causes, spirit contact with a physical transfer me-
dium—continues likewise to be excluded in principle by Kant’s a priori
cognitive postulate of pure reason. Here of course, the transfer mechanism
could be thought of as infinitely rapid action.

439 Cf. ibid., 55 f.
440 Cf. Kant’s Lectures on Rational Psychology, according to Pölitz, 237, cf. chapter I.7.
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In the development of Kant’s occult moral philosophy it certainly
appears that his first postulate of cognition, which says that no other
cognition would be possible for man—and presumably for every thinking
being—than our sensorial cognition, can be partially set aside.

In this systematic extrapolation would not the occult phenomena of
spatial and temporal clairvoyance as well as action at a distance come into
being through precisely the same, still mysterious interaction between the
intelligible and the sensorial world as does the free will granted by the
moral law from pure reason?

Clairvoyance, action at a distance and spirit-seeing would then cer-
tainly have no outer cause recognizable in the world of the senses, but they
would come forth directly from a seer's inner realm in the same way as, in
Kant’s explanation, the categorical imperative together with his postulates
of Freedom, God and Immortality precede from every thinking being's
intelligible world of reason.

Thinking further, does it not logically follow from this striking parallel
between occult phenomena and the moral will, that Kant must either
admit both or by the same logic deny both?

However, were he to renounce his postulate of free will, he would
with a single blow knock the foundation from under his whole moral
philosophy!

And still more to the point, Kant’s postulation of an intelligible world
of reason would have to be dropped, since this is said to be of service
precisely for the purpose of enabling moral action.

Therewith Kant’s whole cognitive system would fall through the
crack. This threat to the structure of his cognitive system he could counter
only by admitting occult phenomena a priori. It is precisely this possibility,
namely of an intellectual observation—which would explain occult phe-
nomena and also Swedenborg's spirit-seeing—that he actually grants the
disembodied soul in his lectures on rational psychology now to be dealt
with.

Consequently, the conceptual differentiation of the “thing in itself”
into several meanings proves useful insofar as in Kant’s cognitive theory
no access to the “thing in itself” of sensation is possible, but in the vein of
the Moral Philosophy a way remains open to a different, intelligible, moral
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world distinct from this one—to intellectual knowledge of a formal nature
(the categorical imperative) as well as of a substantive nature (the postu-
lates of Free Will, of a God, and of Immorality). As receptor of this kind of
supra-sensory objects in analogy with the awareness of moral law, an
inner sense would be assumed that would be affected in a quite different
way than the outer sense, possibly in a direct intellectual way; and also, in
conformity with man's intelligible character as a subject having free will, a
quite different kind of causality would be vested in him than Nature's
physically determined causality, namely an immediate causality produced
by free will itself.

(To be continued)
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